Cybernetic principles in the systematic concept of hypothalamic feeding control
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Abstract

Research on biological mechanisms of eating behavior and related disorders, such as obesity and anorexia nervosa, has become a large field of research in the last 15 years. With the discovery of peptides related to hypothalamic control of food intake (e.g. leptin and ghrelin) the search for the biological 'master key' of feeding control was renewed. As a result, mid-20th century biological concepts based on systematic and cybernetic thoughts fell into oblivion. This review highlights discoveries of hypothalamic-controlled feeding and eating behavior with a cybernetic and systematic perspective. Interestingly, older ideas of hypothalamic function offer possibilities for the incorporation of new molecular discoveries into systematic concepts of feeding behavior.

Introduction

Biological mechanisms of feeding and eating behavior have become an important focus of recent biomedical research due to the high prevalence of diseases related to abnormal feeding behavior. Obesity, metabolic syndrome, and type II diabetes result in cardiovascular diseases and represent the largest part of total mortality in western industrial countries (1). Moreover, anorexia nervosa and bulimia have an increasing prevalence in those countries and their incidence exceeds 1% in adolescents (2). Understanding the biological mechanisms that organize feelings of hunger and saturation will not necessarily provide the only key to sufficiently treat complex diseases, such as anorexia nervosa, or socio-cultural problems, such as obesity. However, understanding feeding behavior can serve as a first step on a longer and hopefully more successful journey to deal with those diseases and problems for which current medical practice does not provide any convincing and successful treatment. The tremendous success of methods in cell biology and genetics has opened a new chapter for research on hunger and saturation. In 1994, the discovery of leptin began a new era of research on homeostatic functions of the hypothalamus (3), and therefore, older systematic concepts fell into oblivion under the dominance of the discovery of new genes and peptides. This review focuses on those ancient concepts and suggests that a systematic approach might be helpful in understanding recently published data on molecular aspects of the homeostatic control of food intake. This paper is also intended to increase our understanding of how hormones regulate food intake. Hormones are signals and, therefore, are transmitters of information between different players (e.g. controller or controlled variable) in a regulatory loop. In general, cybernetic concepts are not new in endocrinology. Regulation and system theory are the key principles of our discipline, where the signal (hormone) stands at the center of research and treatment.

The concept of regulation

Norbert Wiener’s book Cybernetics, published in 1948, gave birth to a common theory of regulation (4). Wiener chose the name cybernetics from the Greek word kybernos, which is the expression for a Greek navy commander. Essentially, the term regulation can be described as the adaptation of a controlled variable to a given set point in a feedback loop. This process of adaptation is managed by the controller, which records the difference between the controlled variable and the set point (Fig. 1). Therefore, in a mathematical sense, regulation can be described as a problem of variation calculus or of the ergodic theory to find the optimal
distance between two points in a functional space. The
time-related behavior to adapt the controlled variable
to the set point might be described by three different
scenarios. In the first scenario, the manipulated vari-
able is proportionally changed to the measured differ-
ence between the controlled variable and the set
point. This kind of regulation is called proportional con-
trol and is characterized by the inability to decrease the
difference between the controlled variable and the set
point to zero. When the response of the controller is
dependent on the change of the controlled variable
over time, the type of regulation is called differential
control. This kind of regulation is more able than the
proportional control to hold the controlled variable
near the set point as long as the change over time is
small in relation to the time constant of the system,
which describes the speed of reaction due to changes
in the feedback loop. The third type of regulation can
be called integral control. The manipulated variable is
changed in relation to the sum of changes over time.
The advantage of the integral control is that it holds
the controlled variable near the set point and is more
robust due to larger changes over time than the dif-
ferential control. The disadvantage of this kind of regu-
lation is that it has a slower reaction to changes in
comparison with both the proportional control and
differential control mechanisms. Regulation in nature
seldom follows one of these three classical mechanisms
in a pure way. Rather, most systems can be described by
a combination of these three basic scenarios. In this
way, advantages of different control strategies are com-
bined. For example, the proportional differential control
combines the robustness of the proportional control
with the precision of the differential regulation.

The competition for limited resources and, therefore,
the optimized adaptation of species to their environ-
mental conditions is the main issue in Darwin’s theory of evolution (5). In a teleological sense, the
issue of optimization obliges species to develop mechan-
isms that adapt to environmental conditions. However,
is mechanism of adaptation is nothing else than the
optimization of a variable in a feedback loop, which
can be described by one of the control patterns men-
dioned above. Therefore, the development of feedback
loops might result from powerful selection pressures.

The hypothalamic control of feeding behavior

The understanding of the mechanisms regulating appe-
tite, hunger and food intake under the prospective of
cybernetics requires the interpretation of biological
structures as elements of a regulatory system. Classical
experiments on the localization of appetite regulating
neuronal structures were performed in the middle
and second half of the last century. In those exper-
iments, the effect of lesions of hypothalamic areas on
food intake and body weight was investigated. Bilateral
lesions of the lateral hypothalamic area (LHA) induced
aphagic behavior (6). In contrast, lesions of the ventro-
medial hypothalamus (VMH) resulted in hyperphagic
behavior (7).

The dual center hypothesis is based on the results of
lesion experiments (8–10). A pioneer in the study of
neurobiological mechanisms of food intake, Elliot Stel-
lar, localized the generation of appetite in the LHA
and the feeling of saturation in the VMH. In this con-
text, saturation means the lack of any drive to consume
food to accomplish a feeling of pleasure. Later exper-
imental results could not support this theory and cast
the basic foundations of the dual center hypothesis in
a different light. Lesions of the VMH increased the para-
sympathic activity and, therefore, augmented insulin
secretion (11). Elevated insulin secretion induced
hyperphagia and increased lipogenesis. These symp-
toms of VMH lesions disappeared when a vagotomy
was performed (12). Lesions of the LHA stood in phys-
iological contrast to VMH lesions. Bilateral lesions of
the vagal nerve decreased parasympathic activity and
therefore vagal activity. Therefore, insulin secretion
was decreased and the duration of digestion was
increased, resulting in a longer feeling of saturation
after food intake (13). Moreover, lesions of the medial
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forebrain bundle (MFB), which is anatomically localized near the LHA, resulted in a neglect of appetite-inducing sensory stimuli (14, 15). Those dopaminergic fibers transmit the general sensitivity to sensory stimuli (arousal). Therefore, lesions of the MFB reduce drive-dependent behavior that also includes feeding behavior.

The discovery of peripheral feedback signals such as leptin (3, 16) and ghrelin (17, 18) allowed the discovery of hypothalamic and cortical cell populations that are involved in the regulation of food intake. The arcuate nucleus (ARC) represents a main target of leptin binding, and lesions of the lateral area of the LHA result in hyperphagic behavior because anorexigenic neurons are laterally localized (19). The paraventricular and dorsomedial nuclei (PVN, DMN) of the hypothalamus are areas where cell populations with appetite inhibiting characteristics are localized (19, 20). The distributions of some of the hypothalamic populations involved in feeding control are shown in Fig. 2.

In addition to hypothalamic cell populations, there exist neuronal structures with an influence on feeding behavior. Vagal afferents transmit information about intramural gastric pressure, the composition of meals (lipids, glucose, amino acids) and food temperature (10, 21–23). These afferents are in synaptic contact with neurons of the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS), which project to the LHA, PVN and ARC (19, 24). Moreover, the peptide hormone cholecystokinin (CCK) possesses appetite-reducing characteristics in interaction with neurons of the NTS (25). Obviously, vegetative signals related to digestive activity are processed by neuronal cell populations localized in the NTS. Interestingly, estradiol modulates these by binding to estrogen receptor alpha (26). Thereby, estradiol decreases the amount of ingested food per meal, but does not affect the number of meals.

**Estrogens and monoamines modulate food intake**

Intracerebroventricularly administered estrogens inhibit food intake. Moreover, cerebral infusion of androgens also has an inhibitory effect on food intake, but only after aromatization to estrogen (27).

In contrast, the systemic application of androgens
mainly induces anabolic effects transmitted by skeletal muscles (28). Because many hypothalamic neurons possess a high number of binding sites for estrogens, the modulation of feeding behavior by a direct mechanism on hypothalamic neurons can be suggested (29). This was emphasized by the discovery that estrogens decrease melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) expression in orexigenic neurons of the LHA (30, 31).

Moreover, estrogens modify electrical properties of proopiomelanocortin (POMC)-expressing anorexigenic membrane receptors, which activates phospholipase C (PLC) and likely increases the cytoplasmic calcium concentration (32, 33). Thus, intracellular calcium often serves as a second messenger to connect signals by G protein-coupled membrane receptors with ion channel function. Oscillations of cytoplasmic calcium are present in neurons of the ARC. Thus, these oscillations are dependent on the presence of extracellular calcium (Fig. 3). Interestingly, 17β-estradiol (10 nmol/l) induces the release of intracellular calcium in neurons of the ARC characterized by calcium oscillations (Fig. 3). Therefore, estrogens might modify electrical properties of POMC-expressing anorexigenic neurons by the release of intracellular calcium in a cascade involving PLC and calcium-dependent protein kinases.

The monoamines, noradrenaline, dopamine and 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), also possess modulating effects on food intake (19). The injection of noradrenaline into the PVN enhanced food intake in rodents (34). The physiological relevance of this result is emphasized by the discovery of noradrenergic afferents from the locus coeruleus to the PVN (35). As mentioned above, the destruction of dopaminergic afferents of the MFB from the tegmental area results in a neglect of appetite-inducing sensory stimuli. In contrast, dopamine can inhibit food intake, decreasing neuropeptide Y (NPY) levels in neurons of the ARC projecting to the PVN (36). Furthermore, 5-HT inhibits feeding behavior, which might depend upon projections from neurons of the mesencephalic raphe nuclei to hypothalamic neurons (37). Interestingly, 5-HT-containing neurons of the raphe nuclei may have estrogen receptors, which could transmit estrogen effects on feeding behavior over serotonergic projections (38). Also, alpha-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (αMSH)-containing neurons of the hypothalamic neuronal network have 5-HT2c receptors, which could be targets of serotonergic afferents (39). Surprisingly, a detailed physiological model as to how 5-HT inhibits feeding behavior does not exist. Nevertheless, serotonin reuptake inhibitors have recently been used for the pharmacological treatment of obesity (40).

In summary, hypothalamic areas receive information on the metabolic conditions of the organism in different quality (e.g. meal size or meal content), which also stand in relation to body mass. Serum leptin levels have a close relationship with body fat mass. Therefore, decreasing leptin serum levels indicate a reduction in body fat mass. In contrast, increasing leptin levels characterize an augmentation of the body fat content (41). The described linear relationship between leptin and body weight is altered in females affected with anorexia nervosa. In contrast to weight loss, these females show higher leptin serum levels at the same body weight when they gain weight, which is a significant risk for the occurrence of relapses (42, 43). Ghrelin and CCK are gastrointestinal hormones that provide feedback signals of the gastrointestinal activity to the central nervous system. Because the release of CCK is also dependent on the nutritional fat content, gastrointestinal hormones also transmit information on the composition of ingested nutrition. Moreover, insulin serum levels are related to carbohydrate intake and metabolism and therefore report information on anabolic or catabolic conditions of peripheral tissues (e.g. adipose tissue and skeletal muscle) to hypothalamic neurons (44). Increasing insulin levels indicate a switch to anabolism, whereas falling insulin levels characterize a change to catabolic conditions. Finally, parasympathetic vagal afferents transport information on the metabolic body condition, which was also found for the gastrointestinal system (25).

Hormones and neuronal signals might function as controlled variables in a cybernetic model. Hypothalamic neurons with binding sites of metabolic feedback signals and with contact to vagal afferents could function as sensors. Obviously, estrogens and monoaminergic afferents modulate the sensor sensitivity and integrate

---

**Figure 3** Estradiol releases intracellular calcium in hypothalamic neurons that are characterized by calcium oscillations. The figure displays the recording of changes of free cytoplasmic calcium (related to AF) over time (in seconds) in a hypothalamic (ARC) neuron. The recording was performed in a mouse brain slice (ovariectomized female mouse) of 200 μm thickness by ratiometric calcium-imaging (fura-2 AM). The neuron shows calcium oscillations under physiological conditions (regular artificial cerebrospinal fluid [R-ACSF] perfusion). When extracellular calcium is removed (first arrow), the oscillations disappear. When 17β-estradiol (10 nmol/l) E2 is added (second arrow), a significant calcium transient is visible. Therefore, E2 triggers intracellular calcium release in hypothalamic neurons within seconds (Fricke O and Pfaff DW, unpublished data).
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different aspects of homeostasis (e.g. thermogenesis and reproductive behavior) in the context of sensory stimuli and responses. This issue can be summarized under the concept of the interplay of general arousal with different modules of behavior (e.g. feeding or mating behavior, nursing behavior) (45). Rodents have an increased response to sexual stimuli after priming with estrogens, whereas nutritional stimuli are neglected (46).

The feedback signal is compared with the set point and the resulting control error is sent to the actuator after enhancement. Under consideration of the present experimental data, estrogens and monoaminergic afferents cannot provide the function of enhancement on feedback signals of food intake, because in this case the control error is enhanced independently of the direction of the error (too much or too little energy storage). Thus, the directional effects, enhancement or inhibition, on feeding behavior cannot be explained by estrogens and monoamines. More likely, estrogens and monoamines change the set point of the controller. In this way, a directional effect on feeding behavior becomes explicable, because the feedback loop drifts to less or more food intake when estrogens or monoamines are administered.

**Cybernetics of body weight regulation**

In a cybernetic model, hormones like leptin, ghrelin and insulin represent controlled variables that transmit the feedback of the manipulated variables: body mass, body composition, digestion, metabolism and thermogenesis. As mentioned above, vagotomy can partly inhibit the effect of hypothalamic lesions on feeding behavior. Therefore, signals of the actuator are partly transmitted by parasympathic efferents, which are under the control of the LHA and VMN. In conclusion, the hypothalamus represents a sensor and functions partly as the actuator in a control system of feeding behavior. Hormones (e.g. estrogens) and neuronal afferents (monoaminergic system) modulate food intake by influencing the set points of controlled variables. The mode of control is also an interesting issue in the discussion about the regulation of food intake. It is likely that rapid physiological controls (e.g. the glucose serum level, in minutes) are mediated using the mode of differential controls. In contrast, the regulation of body fat mass needs a robust and more noise-insensitive control, because body weight is adjusted over longer time periods. Therefore, proportional or integral control provides an advantage in the regulation of body weight.

Recently, Pinto et al. showed that removing and replacing leptin changes the synaptic contact and input to orexigenic and anorexigenic neurons (containing NPY and POMC respectively) in ARC (47). Removing the leptin signal increased the synaptic density of inhibitory neurons to anorexigenic neurons, whereas the synaptic density and input were decreased for the contact with excitatory neurons. On orexigenic neurons, however, the result was the opposite. The replacement of leptin recovered the effect. Because leptin can be considered to be a feedback signal of body fat content, and neurons of ARC can be considered to be the main target of the leptin signal, this neuronal circuitry resembles a regulatory working control element. Excitatory and inhibitory afferents serve as a contrast enhancement in the measurement of leptin change. Hypothetically, the binding of leptin changes the neuronal firing frequency. The subsequent change of synaptic input alternates the firing rate. This contrast enhancement reduces the signal-to-noise ratio in the circuitry of energy control. Moreover, the efferent output of the first neuron in the neuronal network affects the firing frequency of the upstream neuron over synaptic activation. In this way, differential responses to leptin changes are integrated by the second neuron in this hierarchically constructed network, which results in a proportional response of the firing frequency to leptin changes. In conclusion, recently published results elucidate the physiological process of homeostatic control of body weight at a molecular level. Interestingly, these novel results on neuronal networks in the hypothalamus have revitalized ancient concepts of the regulation of food intake and call for a more systematic approach to the biological concepts of feeding behavior (Fig. 4).

The description of physiological processes using cybernetic models attributes variables of a control system to biological structures, whereas manipulated and controlled variables are connected to each other by a transfer function. The attribution of control elements to biological structures always contains the problem of semantic simplification, because the biological structure is reduced to a singular meaning. The same biological structure can be a controlled variable in a certain feedback loop and a manipulated variable in a different loop. Therefore, feedback loops might be organized in chains, where elements are parts of different loops in different functions. The present data about the effect of estrogens and monoamines on feeding and mating behavior suggest the possible presence of chained loops to form higher order control systems. Metamodels of regulation, for example the chained control of food intake with sexual behavior as briefly mentioned above.

In conclusion, the interpretation of recent data on feeding behavior from a systematic point of view, provides a strategy that might help increase our understanding of hormonal effects on eating disorders. Thus, older concepts may serve as a useful basis for the interpretation of novel discoveries about the neurobiological mediation of hunger.
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